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Texture Chooser Chart: Ingredients

Ingredient Mechanical
treatments

Chemical treatments Cooking methods

meat pound
slice
cut
mince

use marinades to
tenderize

casseroling for tough cuts
roasting for joints
grilling for thin slices
frying for mince

fish slice
cut

use marinades to tenderize poaching
frying
grilling

cheese slice
grate

suitable for melting and mixing into
fillings

eggs whisking egg whites
gives foam

scrambling
poaching
boiling
frying

fruit slice
chop
purée

use pectin to produce
jams

boiling
baking

vegetables slice
chop
grate
purée

boiling
baking
steaming
casseroling

sugar boiling sugar solutions first gives
syrups and finally caramel

Note that for many of the conventional cooking methods there are microwave oven equivalents.



fresh and dried
fruit for gooiness
sugar for gooiness
nuts for
crunchiness

mushrooms for
chewiness
hard-boiled egg for
crumbliness

Texture Chooser Chart: Flour based products

Critical
Ingredients

Product Mechanical
Treatments

Cooking
methods

Possible
additions

pasta

breads

pastries

cakes

type of flour different extrusions
possible

boil in water until
soft enough to eat
easy to overcook

type of flour
raising agent

knead to make dough
elastic or use vitamin C
as short-time method

bake until crust
hard but inside
soft

seeds and nuts on
top for crunchi-
ness
dried fruit inside
for gooiness

type of flour
ratio of fat to
flour

shortcrust - roll out for
crumbliness
flaky - roll and fold for
crispiness

bake – timing
crucial;
edges easily
burned
steam
fry

type of flour
raising agent
sugar
ratio of fat to
flour

Texture Chooser Chart: Sauces
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rubbing in for crumbly/chewy
creaming for chewy/gooey
whisking for soft/creamy
melting for chewy/crumbly

bake – timing
crucial
edges easily burned
steam
microwave – no
crispness

dried fruit for
gooiness
nuts for
crunchiness
chocolate chip for
crunchiness
followed by
smoothness

Critical
Ingredients

Sauce Mechanical
Treatments

Cooking methods Possible
additions

sweet
sauces, e.g.
custard

proportion of
starch to liquid

stir during heating;
starch mixtures must boil

savoury
sauces, e.g.
cheese sauce

proportion
of  starch to
liquid

stir during heating;
starch mixtures must boil
for gravy stir starch into
meat juices

fruit sauces proportion of
fruit to liquid

sieve
or purée in liquidizer
and then sieve to
remove pips and stones

steam, simmer or
microwave to soften

pieces of raw fruit
for crunchiness

vegetable
sauces, e.g.
tomato sauce

proportion of
vegetable to
liquid

sieve
or purée in liquidizer
and then sieve to
remove pips and
stones

steam, simmer or
microwave to soften

onion for
crunchiness


